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WELCOME TO
Spark Spanish!

Spark Spanish is a passionate language school located in wonderful El Puerto
de Santa Maria, on the south west coast of Andalusia. We operate: adult intensive courses,
school group tours and summer camps. Our team is young and dynamic but also experienced and we are committed to do our very best at every programme we run.

Spark is run by a passionate team of educators who have a genuine interest
in not only teaching our students but supporting and getting to know them as well.
Spark was founded by a couple, Inge and Douglas, and each student will genuinely
sense that the whole organization is still run in a personal, yet professional way. Student learning truly is Spark’s great passion and living up to being a friendly language
school our great joy.

Doug:

As General Manager my objective is, and has always
been, to bring out the best in our students. I belive that an educational institution must be passionate about what it does. My personal
aim is to create a language learner enviroment where every single
learner feels and knows the passion we at Spark have for their educational learning and development.
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Inge:

As the Director of Studies I greatly believe in the personal
and professional developement of both our students and staff and I
aim to provide everybody with a positive learning experience.
Through this I hope that every Spark student develops the same
passion that I personally and everybody at Spark, feels for language
learning and teaching.
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Our
PROGRAMME
Options
ADULT

Intensive Courses
Spark Spanish intensive adult courses offer students
the opportunity to study in an off the beaten track area of
Spain in the hidden gem of El Puerto de Santa Maria. Our
school is run with a family atmosphere, ensuring that
personalization and friendly attention are very much at
the forefront of our programmes.
Our Adult Courses include: 10 and 20 hour General
Spanish Courses as well as an intensive course of 25,5
hours. We also offer DELE Preparation, conversation classes and one to one and closed group class catered to your
needs.
Our cultural events programme allows students the
opportunity to integrate with and get to know the local
people and culture. We truly do our utmost to live up to our
motto “student learning, our passion”.

SCHOOL

tours

Spark Spanish offers special and high-quality tours
for school groups, with a variety of options and combinations available. Our main objectives are to tailor school
trips to fit the exact requirements of the individuals involved, and to provide a truly memorable experience for both
teachers/group leaders and students.
Thanks to the years of experience coordinating
school trips to Spain and Summer Camp programmes, the
Spark staff are completely accustomed to all necessary
safety control measures, meaning we can guarantee a
hassle-free and enjoyable experience for teachers and
students alike.
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LANGUAGE HOLIDAYS

for adults

Our language holiday options offer an excellent
opportunity to combine learning Spanish with a specific
cultural angle over a 2 week period.
Our Spanish and Feria course in April/May is combined with the local flamenco festival. Whether you’re a
lover of flamenco culture and/or Spain’s “fiestas”, the
Feria has something to offer everyone. Included are 2
dance classes of Sevillaños, the special dance of feria.
Our Spanish for Over 50s in May and October is a
programme offering students this age the chance to
attend class and cultural events with students of their
own age.
The Spanish and Sport option is possible in any 2
weeks in July and August and includes a night-time horse
riding activity along a beautiful beach and a 3 ½ hour
water sport activity during the 2 week period. The family
programme allows adults to attend our adult course
whilst the children attend our summer camps as a Day
Camper, making for a complete family holiday.

WORK
and study
If you are looking for an affordable way to study
Spanish in Spain, why not combine studying Spanish and
working? This will be a great way to gain invaluable
insights into working life and to build up your repertoire of
skills.
Working in Spain also gives you the opportunity to
experience living abroad and develop your Spanish
language skills. All these factors contribute to personal
and professional development and it looks great on your
CV!

SUMMER

camp

We operate 4 Summer Camp venues in Spain, 3 in
the south and one in the north. In all camps students can
learn English and at our International Camp in El Puerto de
Santa Maria, students can learn Spanish.
Summer Camp is a marvellous opportunity for
students to immerse themselves fully in the language
whilst meeting children from Spain and other parts of the
world, not to mention have the time of their lives. Our
camps include 3-4 hours of class, all meals, constant
supervision, sports and weekend excursions and mini trips
during the week to mention just a few things. Spanish learners can choose to attend as a residential camper or
instead stay with a family and attend camp during the day
as a day camp. Our family programme even offers the
possibility for children to be day campers whilst the
parents study in our adult academy.
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EL PUERTO

de Santa María

El Puerto for adults

Located in the stunning province of Cádiz, El Puerto de Santa
Maria is ideally situated for the perfect Spanish language learning
experience. Its close proximity to other ma jor cities such as Seville,
Malaga and Gibraltar makes day trips and travelling easy.

We know that language classes are only part of a course, and
that there is much more to discover! The area is little known with international tourism but well known with domestic Spanish tourism making
it a great place to learn Spanish as few foreigners live in the area and
little English or German is known.

Study Spanish where the Spanish go on holiday!

PUERTO,

a
gem
FOR LEARNING

SPANISH
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El Puerto is renowned in Spain for its beaches, its gastronomy, its history and culture
and is the home of famous Spanish poet Rafael Alberti. The town is also famous for its
sherry, bull fighting and renowned for friendly and welcome locals. El Puerto is home of the
famous “Osborne” black billboard bull found alongside the roads throughout Spain. It truly
is a perfect place to learn Spanish and hidden gem for foreign tourists and is great place
to get to know authentic Spanish culture.

REASONS TO COME TO

El Puerto

3

Easy to get to know the
friendly
locals.
Locals
rarely speak other languages so perfect for practicing.

2
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Beaches to match any
town in Europe. School 10
mins from nearest beach.

Cadiz province is a hidden
gem and a great location
for exploring: los pueblos
blancos, wonderful Costa
de la luz, Sevilla, Gibraltar,
Cadiz, Jerez etc….

Rich history: is a ma jor
producer of sherry wine,
Columbus set sail from
here on his journey to
“America”, city of “cien
palacios” (100 palaces).

How to get there
Andalusia is well connected to the rest of the world and
it is easy to get to El Puerto de Santa Maria once you’re in
Spain. There are several ma jor airports (Jerez, Seville,
Malaga, Gibraltar) in the area of El Puerto if you are coming
from somewhere outside of Spain.

El Puerto for kids
Our Children’s programmes are located in
and around El Puerto de Santa Maria, all within
easy reach of beautiful beaches and historic
towns which Andalusia is so well-known for.
The combination of the typically relaxed Spanish way
of life, very few English speakers and Spark Spanish’s
central location makes the town an ideal location for
Children’s programmes and School Trips.
There are plenty of reasons why El Puerto is great for school groups;
El Puerto is a medium-sized town with plenty to do, neither too small
to feel cramped, nor too big to seem overwhelming to kids and teachers
alike. Our host families are all located close to the centre and most importantly to our school, saving school groups the hassle of arduous bus journeys
or traffic delays. 95% of the Home Stay Families send their own children to our
language academies or bilingual school, adding to the camaraderie and evident
family feeling around Spark.

The great climate and spectacular beaches mean that El Puerto is a great venue
for any time of the year, but especially during the summer!
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Is where Spanish not
foreign tourists go on
holiday = great place to
learn Spanish.

El Puerto is well connected to all of Spain and even has
a high speed train connection with Madrid and Seville. For
schools and summer camps we offer pickups from nearby
airports and el Puerto train station. For adults during the high
season (July-September) we also offer a pickup from Jerez
airport or El Puerto train station for a nominal fee.

I cannot recommend El Puerto de Santa Maria
enough (...) The cultural events held at Spark
allowed us to see behind the scenes of El Puerto de
Santa Maria and practice our Spanish with the
locals, far away from the typical tourist routes. My
lonely planet guide says El Puerto is ‘hidden gem’
in Spain, having been there, i would have to agree!
Kevin Seedorf (Spark student)
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ADULT

intensive

COURSES

GENERAL
20 classes + cultural activities

The complete intensive group course providing excellent
progression in all skill areas.

ACCOMMODATION

options

At Spark we believe your learning experience with us should be comfortable and convenient. Anybody thinking of coming to learn Spanish at Spark
and in the beautiful town of El Puerto de Santa Maria can choose from a
range of accommodation options. Each of our options offers absolute
comfort and aims to provide a high level of satisfaction while taking a
Spanish immersion course with us.

Sparkville

Passive learning is not an option in our General Spanish Course as
participation and breaking barriers are core aspects of our Spanish lessons.
We believe that learning a language can not be learned by focusing only on
grammar rules or drilling vocabulary but must always be interactive and
stimulating. We strive to put language into context and give you sufficient
opportunities to practice it in real situations via engaging activities in class
and cultural activities and challenges outside of it. Each day:

There are 14 rooms (for 1-2 people), nearly all of
them ensuite. Sparkville has a communal kitchen and
dining area which acts as a great social gathering point
that adds to the unique Sparkville atmosphere. There are
also numerous chill out/social areas, such as the Plaza de
las Américas (a little ‘outdoor’ space, with a tv and glass
roof to protect you from rain or sun) and a big roof terrace which is ideal for barbecues, sunbathing and evening
drinks.

The first half of class follows a course book covering a mixture of skills
areas and always delivered in a dynamic by our energetic Spanish teachers.
The second half of class focuses more on conversation topics with role
plays, speaking activities, organized debates, discussion groups etc.. with the
aim being to teach you Spanish you would really use outside the classroom.

The residence always has one Spark staff member
who stays in Sparkville with the students offering the
students an excellent opportunity to practice their Spanish and get to know the Spark staff in a more personal
way. Most of our teachers also usually eat their lunch at
spark too adding to the whole family feeling.

Another special part of all our Spanish courses is our social and cultural
events programme with a minimum of 4 activities per week which are chosen
especially to provide the perfect opportunity to use the language learned in
class in a real context. The activities including: explore the local area, experiencing real Spanish events and our reknowed Español en accion event.

INTENSIVE
20 CLASSES + 4 ONE TO ONE
+ 1,5 CONVERSATION CLASS

Quickest way to learn Spanish with excellent combination
of group class with one to one.

With this intensive Spanish course, you will receive 4 hours of individual
classes, which will be conducted after the lunch break. These classes can be
catered to fit your needs. Whatever you need extra help on, whether it’s grammatical, or a specific subject that you need to learn in Spanish, our teachers
will create the lesson accordingly.
As well as the individual classes, you will also be able to take part in the
conversation class which lasts for an hour and a half. In the conversation class,
it is solely concentrating on improving one’s conversation skills and gaining
extra confidence when speaking Spanish. On top of the Individual classes, in
the morning you will do our General Spanish course.

20 classes + 10 DELE
preparation classes
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DELE Course taking place April/May, June/July, October/November is a 4
week course which includes 20 hour General Spanish Course + 10 additional
hours per week dedicated specifically to preparing to do the DELE exam which
is the only official Spanish exam.

All courses include the organization of 3-4 cultural activities per week.

Our residential area is on the second floor of the
Spark Spanish Academy Complex. This is the recommended accommodation option if you want to further enhance your Spanish skills, feel part of and socialise with the
other course members and at the same time have your
own independence.

The place, the people, the weather, the language...
I loved everything !
MARIE DE BRUYN (BELGIUM)

Homestay

We will find you a host family that you can stay with
for the duration of your Spanish course. This is obviously
the best way to make sure you practice your newly acquired language skills as much as possible. We have been
working with nearly all host families for years and are
experienced with providing an authentic homestay experience. Most families are located walking distance from the
school and rest just a short bike or bus ride away.

Other accommodation options
If you would prefer to stay in your apartment or house we can arrange this for you. Also
stays in hotels and hostels can be arranged and for those who love to camp there is even a campsite just 10 mins away.
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CULTURAL

events

Our Social Events Coordinator is a special person who is in charge of organising and
leading these activities and they will also encourage you to speak as much Spanish as possible
on these events. The Social Events Programme is organised for all our students with a lot of
enthusiasm and eye for detail.

PROGRAMME
At Spark we believe that learning a language is more than going to class in the morning.
Learning a language is also a personal experience, an opportunity to meet other people, a
chance to immerse yourself in a different culture, a time for personal development and much
more.
We put a lot of emphasis on our social events programme, as we thoroughly believe that
this plays a very important part in making your Spark experience not just a fantastic experience, but one you will never actually forget.
In our Social Events Programme we combine various activities to allow our students to
make the most of their time here, by combining cultural activities, such as sherry or wine
tasting, horse riding shows and days to explore El Puerto, with nature days, where you visit
beautiful beaches or go for a hike in the mountains, and city trips, to Sevilla, Marrakesh or Granada, to name just a few.

Below is an example of our social cultural week programme. Please note that special
events programmes will exist around ma jor cultural events times, like Feria and Carnival, to
maximize the student participation in these magnificent events. The programme does depend
on the time of year and activities do vary.

EVENING ACTIVITY

Sunday
arrival

Arrival of new students

Anything goes as this is settling
in time for new students

Monday

Welcome drinks on Spark

Anything goes as this is settling
in time for new stundents

Tuesday

Descubre España!

Practice with Spanish locals.

Clase de cocina! Cooking
class!

Total Spanish but quite relaxed.

Thursday

Español en Acción

Total TOTAL Spanish or you´ll
let down your team.

Friday

Bodega Crawl

Spanish rules.

Wednesday
The support from Spark is
always prompt and helpful.
Our innovative “Español en Acción” programme teaches students Spanish
language to use in a cultural event
then sets challenges that must
be achieved through that
event and our rule of
Spanish only means the
amount of Spanish
used is incredible.

MAIR FORDE

“Descubrir España” is a special event where you
get to explore the local area or experience
a local cultural activity. We will show you
parts of Spain that you didn’t even
know existed in Cadiz Province and
allow you to experience something different whilst you’re
here. In these unique places,
we have found fabulous
restaurants and spots
to enjoy spectacular
Andalusian sunsets,

LANGUAGE RULE

* Some activities are free of charge but others have small costs to cover entrance
tickets, transport and/or food and drinks.

Great panels of activities guys!
LOLA BUCK (BELGIUM)
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OTHER

ADULT

programmes
WORK

study
and

At Spark we offer 3 possible opportunities to combine learning Spanish with
an unforgettable working
experience:

OVER

50´s

EL PUERTO DE SANTA MARIA IS A MARVELOUS PLACE FOR THE
OVER 50’S TO STUDY SPANISH AND EXPLORE SPAIN.
El Puerto is an authentic Spanish coastal town where normal
Spanish life has been little corrupted by the impact of international
tourism. It is the perfect place to feel safe and secure whilst experiencing wonderful Spanish culture and day to day life. The locals
are incredibly welcoming and the Cadiz area is a hidden gem just
waiting to be discovered.

The Work Experience option is the ideal way to combine gaining valua-

Our over 50s course has been adapted to best suit the learning, cultural and social needs of the over 50s. The classes start
earlier and are slightly shorter classes: 9-12 (with 15 minute break).
The cultural activity programme, is packed full of interesting activities with emphasis on discovering and exploring the local area and
bonding together as a group. Each over 50s course has a special
chaperone who accompanies the group and acts not only as a
guide on the trips but also Spanish teacher and friend.

1

ble time in the workplace while improving your Spanish. Opportunities
include translation of our website, showcasing artistic and creative abilities,
or gaining Marketing or IT experience! In addition to receiving free
accommodation at our Sparkville residence, students can also enjoy the
format of our General Spanish Course, with weekly social events on our
Cultural Activities programme.

Demi-pair: Being a Demi-Pair is a great way of learning Spanish and enjo-
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ying a less intensive Au Pair experience. Demi-Pairs would be expected to
work 4 hours a day, 5 days a week, having Spanish lessons at Spark in the
morning and then looking after the children in the afternoon, while having
all accommodation and meals for free.

The two week programme will involve a cultural programme
including a special weekend day trip and 7 other optional
cultural activities including a “descubrir españa” and “wellbeing” activity.

Take part in some fascinating
social and cultural activities and
study Spanish!

Au-pair

: If you would like to become an au-pair and learn Spanish in El
Puerto de Santa Maria then ask Spark to help you and allow us to take you
through the process and guide you on your way to a fantastic learning experience! Spark would set up the au-pair placement provide you with a welcoming, local family and of course providing support throughout the au-pair
placement. If you wanted, you could take a Spanish Course with us for
au-pairs, for 2 or 4 hours a day, Monday to Friday.
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LANGUAGE

holidays

SPANISH
and feria

programme

WOULD YOU LIKE TO EXPERIENCE SOMETHING UNIQUE AND
DIFFERENT FOR YOUR NEXT HOLIDAY?
OUR LANGUAGE HOLIDAYS ARE THE PERFECT BALANCE BETWEEN DISCOVERING SOMETHING NEW AND ALSO WITH THE
SENSE OF ACHIEVEMENT OF LEARNING SPANISH

This package comprises our General Spanish
course and accommodation in our homely
Sparkville residence. At the end of April or
during May, El Puerto hosts one of the most exciting
Ferias in Spain, the Feria del Vino Fino (Spring fair).
There is always an amazing line-up of events,
including musicians, dancing horses and Sherry
tasting. It also offers the chance to learn and practice the wonderful Sevillana dances, with 2 classes
taught by a local expert and a trip to an authentic
Flamenco shop to buy your very own Flamenco
outfit for the Feria!
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FAMILY

SPANISH
and sport
There are many exciting ways of learning Spanish with Spark, and they don’t all involve spending
time in the classroom. We have many sporting activities that you can combine with your Spanish
course.
Our Spanish and Sport course allows you to do
just that. We offer a mixture of sports; from water
sports such as windsurfing to paddle surf, as well as
the opportunity to go horse riding at sunset along
one of El Puerto de Santa Maria’s prettiest beaches,
all alongside our fun-packed 2 week General Spanish Course!

This package offers families the opportunity to have a wonderful Spanish language learning holiday together at Spark. The parents follow
our Adult General Spanish Course at Spark Spanish, whilst the kids
attend our fantastic International Summer Camp, both in wonderful El
Puerto de Santa María. The programme is both educational for
children and parents alike, but also flexible due to the 2 different
options available for families, which are as follows:

Day Camper Full

Day Camper Half

Children will be at camp from
09.15 to 20.00, and will be
provided with lots of language input, sports and a complete entertainment programme.

Both the children and parents
will have classes from 09.15 –
14.15, after which parents can
pick up their son/daughter to
enjoy free time.

Come together and learn Spanish!
EXECUTIVE

spanish

If you are a business owner and looking for Spanish Courses for
employees or someone who just needs to know Spanish for business
purposes then our Spanish for Executive course could be the one for
you. The course can be specially adapted to your linguistic needs and
the programme and classes are bespoke.
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SCHOOL

groups

At Spark we believe that every child has it in them to learn a language and for this reason we are
wholeheartedly committed to making language learning rewarding and enjoyable. We know each child is
unique and special and we believe it is our duty to give our groups memories that will last for a lifetime.
All our team are past or current teachers and for this reason we find it easy to empathise with the
challenges of a group leader and/or Head Teacher organising a school programme. We seek to give our
maximum support to organisers throughout the process of planning and preparation and once the group
is here, one of our foremost goals is to give teachers and group leaders the most hassle-free experience
possible. This is because we truly believe it is important they take advantage of the unique opportunity to
bond with their students without the stress and strains of everyday worries on their shoulders.

Safety
and well being
is our priority

A
worry-free trip
for everyone

Experienced
and loving families

Spark
residence

We offer three possible accommodation
options for school groups coming to Spark.
All of these possibilities will provide a high
level of satisfaction while enjoying your
school group trip. Each type of accommodation is free for 1 teacher per 10 students
and includes full board: breakfast, (packed)
lunch and dinner!

There are 13 rooms in our
Sparkville Residence which is on
the second floor of the Academy
Complex, which can be
shared with students
from the same group.

Homestay

Hotels and
Hostels
If you are wanting a more luxurious stay, we are in contact with
very suitable local hotels and
hostels and can help you find
the perfect hotel for your
stay here in El Puerto de
Santa Maria.

We will find a welcoming local homestay family
with a double room, which will be shared with another
student from the same group (it is also possible to get individual rooms for an additional price), usually the bathroom
facilities are shared with other members of the family.

During your time with us, each
group will have their own Spark
chaperone and a 24 hour
contact emergency mobile
number in case of any
problems.

Being one of the biggest language
camps providers in Southern Spain
we are well accustomed with all the
appropriate risk and safety
control measures needed to
provide security and
peace of mind.

Accommodation

We
care about the
small details

Each and every trip begins and
ends with our famous Spark group
hug to prove that we are all part of
one big Spark family. You will
find this is just one of the
many details that make us
special at what
we do.

We have strong links with our
host families, with most being part of
one of our English Academies or our
sister company’s bilingual school
for the last 10 years.

All hosting families we are in contact with
would have a child of approximately the same
age as the student(s) being hosted and
live very close to Spark so there is no
need to worry about getting
around.

EXCURSIONS

and activities

Want to explore more of Andalucia? Sevilla, Jerez or Cádiz are waiting for you. You can get to know the
unique Gibraltar, do some amazing Spanish nature excursions or have an exciting exprience in “Isla Mágica”
theme park in Seville.
There are also plenty activities to do, like a tour of El Puerto, an afternoon of activities in El Puerto, such
as Flamenco classes with flamenco teachers, padel tennis classes or art and crafts workship followed by visit to
the beach. You can also have a afternoon sailing, or a “Supercool” programme of watersports activities including
catamarán sailing, wind surfing, kayaking or paddle surfing. Spanish cooking, “Via verde” cycling… the options
are endless!

* Request our school group catalogue for full information on school group programmes.
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Children’s

Spanish

FOR TEENAGERS

PROGRAMMES

We never like to limit the age of our learners, which is why we have a wide range of opportunities for
children to learn and discover Spanish as well as adults. All programmes have been created to allow
the children to experience something they would never normally be able to experience.

Camps
SUMMER

INTERNATIONAL

We operate 6 themed
summer camps in 4 different venues, 1 for Spanish
learners and 5 for English.
These summer camps
offer the opportunity to
learn Spanish or English in
full immersion environments. Each camp has its
own learning style and
different enviroment.

Located in the wonderful El Puerto de Santa Maria
on the coast this camp is the ultimate camp experience
for learners of Spanish offering the wonderful opportunity
to learn Spanish with children from all round the world.
International Camp takes place in the same venue as our
Family and Go Camps, offering a great opportunity to
have real context for the language usage.
In International Camp you can follow a residential
camp programme mixing learning Spanish with sports,
activities and evening entertainments. Alternatively you
can live with a Spanish family and attend the camp for
class and sports activities but spend evenings with the
Spanish family.

Camp

SCHOOL YEAR

in Spain

STUDY IN A SPANISH SCHOOL AND LIVE WITH A SPANISH FAMILY!
At Spark we like to offer a range of courses for all ages and in all
scenarios. We are now offering individual students a chance to come to
Spain and study in a Spanish school for a year or a trimester of your choice!
This will be an experience of a lifetime. Not only will you be able to study and
improve your Spanish, but you will also get to live and experience the amazing Spanish culture here in Andalusia!
We have two options of schooling that you can choose from. The first
is to study in a public school here in El Puerto de Santa Maria, or the second
choice is a private school; El Centro de Inglés, a bilingual school that is part
of our educational group. Before you are due to start school, included in the
price is a 2 week Spanish course at our language school, Spark, where you
will be taught general and useful language skills that are necessary when
studying in Spain!

English Camps

FAMILY CAMP
GREDOS

LITTLE VILLAGE

This camp is in a
country resort near to
Madrid with all the
facilities for enjoying
the nature, adventure
and comfort!

This is the most
intensive program:
100% English, no
books, no classrooms
and no grammar;
only conversation
and practice.

Are you learning Spanish at school and would like to give it an extra
boost? Or have you always wanted to learn Spanish but never got the
chance? We have a variety of fun and dynamic programmes made especially for teenagers during the summer holiday months in the sunny El
Puerto de Santa Maria. We have combined our General Spanish course
with a variety of accommodation options to suit you, whether it’s staying
in our sociable and cultural residence or staying with a friendly local Spanish family. With 20 hours of Spanish classes plus our extensive Cultural
Events programme during the week, you’re bound to have an unforgettable learning and cultural experience this summer!

MAGIC VILLAGE
This camp is especially
focused on practicing
fluency through educational and cultural
projects.

FAMILY CAMP/GO CAMP
Family Camp and Go
Camp take place in
the same venue as
International Camp
meaning you have a
great oppportunity to
practice English in real
context.

* Request our summer camp catalogue for full information on children summer camp options.

A LEVEL

revision course

Are you currently studying for your Spanish AS/A2 level exams or are you wanting
to boost your Spanish grades in your upcoming exams? Then our A-level Revision
Course is just the course you are looking for! The course includes: 4 hours a day of general group classes
(including a 15 min. break) then in addition to there are 5 hours a week of A-Level revision classes, with curriculum designed to prepare the students for their Spanish A-level Exams.
These A-level classes are taught by a teacher with A-level knowledge and experience and will be specifically focused on areas each student needs to improve on. Added to this there is 1 set hour per day of supervised homework just to ensure the students get the most out of the experience. The perfect course to booster
your exam results and place Spanish in a real context.

All summer camps include:

ALL MEALS 24 HOURS SUPERVISION. Intercamp Competition

Lodging: in cabins, residence, campsite or rural hotel depending on camp.

DURING CAMP

A staff ratio varying from 1 staff to 3 campers to a max 1 to 6
campers depending on camp. Unique methodologies, including

ONE OFFSITE
Qualified
language teachers. EXCURSION.

TOTAL English (only camp of its that
guarantees 100% English), Full Immersion Spanish and English.

Office support line throughout campers stay. 24 Emergency contact number throughout.

CAMP T-SHIRTS AND BAGS.

LAUNDRY

Level testing and analysis SERVICE
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Why

SPARK?

We care about what we do, we care about our students
and we care about our programmes.
We have a passion for what we do and we believe in a personalised approach to make a
difference to your learning, but most importantly to make your overall experience with us the
best possible. We strive to create a friendly enviroment, with a dedicated, professional and
talented team who are always at your disposal to meet your educational, personal and cultural
needs. We highly value feedback and opinions in order to adapt, add and improve our services
to ensure you have the perfect balance of language learning, cultural exposure and social interaction.

We strive to be honest and sincere about all sides of
your language learning experience.
We believe that you sholud get exactly what we say you will get. Like any school, we have
our own challenges to overcome to deliver the best bright SPARK Spanish experience possible.
In our student material you will find that we have thought out the product we deliver and we
know how to work round issues. We believe this honest and sincere approach is one that
delivers the best languae experiece possible, one which aims to do our best for you rather than
superficially claims to be the best.

Grow

WITH US

It has been the most pleasant
learning experience of my life! I have
over 20 years of accumulated learning
experience and my time at Spark has exceeded by far all of the classes I evertook.
Learning Spanish here was effortless and fun
and the cultural programme was a great
touch. Never a dull moment! It’s been a
joy to know everyone here -you’re
a fun, friendly bunch but at the
same time VERY professional!
Oana Salescu (Romania)

delivers

I took A2/B1 classes on Spark spanish language school during 4 weeks and I have to say besides
enjoying it a lot, because of the very friendly staff, I can say these lessons were my best untill today.
(I already took spanish classes on 3 other language schools.) A serious and structured approach with
plenty of time for fun as well. Had a great time and I would definitely recommend this school to
everybody who wants to learn spanish and at the same time wants to enjoy!
Eric Kemper (Netherlands)

TAN
AND

A TEAM THAT

El Puerto de Santa María: a gem for learning Spanish.
El Puerto offers an excellent combination of factors for language learners: it has more
than 10km of fabulous beaches, many lively bars and restaurants and it is (with Jerez and Sanlucar) one of the three hometowns of Sherry. It has many cultural sites and festivals and it is
renowned in Spain as an ideal destination to go on holiday. Most importantly, unlike the nearby
cities (Seville, Cadiz, Malaga), it is little affected by the influx of foreign tourism meaning it is a
great place to learn Spanish and experience real Spanish.

What could I ask for
more? Nicer staff I’ve
ever seen, perfect
weather, superb lesson
of Spanish. I was here to
be able to speak Spanish. Mission accomplished!
Anoak Mardaga
(Belgium)

EXPERIENCE

Beach, culture,
food and friends
under the shining
Spanish sun!
Best experience
ever. Martina
Maldini (Italy)

WITH FRESH

innovation!

FUN

Stay as you are,
a great team
I will come back!
Kevin Warcholski
(Germany)

Everything

and

Everyone

matters

Had a fantastic 2 weeks at Spark and learned so much. Intensive course was 'muy intensivo' but well
worth it! Lovely helpful staff, and beautiful place to be. Atmosphere very relaxed and friendly. Thanks
everyone!
Elaine Tovell (UK)
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Spark Spanish
Calle de los Espadas, 6
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